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bstract. We introduce a new steganography method for embed-
ing message bits into images by utilizing the mathematical relation
etween the image and transformation domains. The proposed
ethod matches the message bit sequences with the coefficients of

he discrete Haar wavelet transformation (DHWT) by modifying the
ixels related to those coefficients. The matching process is applied
eparately for each image block, which is defined with respect to the
imension of the wavelet transform. The algorithm needs to change
ne pixel out of all the pixels in each block to represent the message
it sequence to be embedded. A minimum amount of degradation
rovides better stego-image quality than the-state-of-the-art meth-
ds. In addition, the experiments performed on different image da-
abases show that the proposed method is more robust against both
lind and targeted steganalysis methods, especially in low payload
apacities. © 2009 SPIE and IS&T. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3213261�

Introduction
teganography, an application of data hiding, provides co-
ert communication by embedding a secret message inside
over data in various forms of media such as images, video,
nd text. One of the goals in steganography is to protect the
xistence of the hidden message from discovery by third
arties, both sensorially and statistically. Therefore, current
ethods aim to cause a minimum amount of degradation to

he cover data. Another goal is to maximize the payload,
hich is the amount of data that can be embedded. Other

pplications of data hiding require different features with
espect to the hiding purposes, such as robustness to modi-
cations for copyright and content integrity.

The methods used in image steganography can be
rouped into two main categories based on the hiding do-
ain, which is either within the image or in the transfor-
ation domain. While the image domain methods embed
essages in the image pixels directly, the transformation

omain methods perform the hiding process in the fre-
uency domain after a transformation such as digital cosine
ransformation �DCT�. Image domain methods are rela-
ively simple compared to transformation-based methods.
owever, the former are generally more sensitive to small

hanges in the image such as filtering, resizing, and squeez-
ng. The transformation domain methods, on the other
and, are more robust to changes, but their data hiding
apacity is lower than the image domain methods.
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, 2009; accepted for publication Jul. 13, 2009; published online Aug. 28,
009.
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The simplest image domain approach is least significant
bit �LSB� replacement, which embeds the data into the LSB
plane of the cover image in a deterministic sequence. An-
other method improves LSB replacement by constructing a
substitution table for decreasing the degradation in the
quality.1 The modulus function method is proposed for high
hiding capacity in Ref. 2. LSB matching tries to match each
message bit with the LSB of the corresponding host image
pixel value.3 If they do not match, then it adds or subtracts
one from the pixel value randomly. The LSB matching
method is then improved in Ref. 4 by decreasing the deg-
radation in the cover image. This method uses two pixels as
a pair to embed two message bits. In each pair, the LSB of
the first pixel contains one bit of data. Another message bit
is hidden by a function of the two pixel values. The selec-
tion channel approach proposed in Ref. 5 embeds the mes-
sage bit into a block of n pixels as their parity by selecting
the most suited pixel to be modified. Matrix embedding,
described in Ref. 6, is used as a general coding approach
for improving the embedding efficiency. Wet paper codes
use arbitrary selection channels similar to the problem of
writing in memory with defective cells.7 In Ref. 8, wet
paper coding is combined with the matrix embedding
method using random linear codes of small codimension. In
some methods, the embedding is performed by adding
weak noise of specified properties to the image pixels.9

Some other methods try to hide the data in the features of
the cover image such as edges, corners, lines, texture, etc.10

The techniques based on bit plane decomposition11 and im-
age blocks12,13 can be given as other examples of image
domain methods.

The transform domain methods embed the secret data by
modifying some selected coefficients. Low-frequency com-
ponents are selected if the desired protection is robustness
against changes such as filtering and resizing. If the goal is
imperceptibility, then the high-frequency components are
modified.14 One of the first steganography systems is Jsteg,
proposed in Ref. 15, which replaces the LSBs of DCT co-
efficients sequentially. In Ref. 16, the encoding is improved
by using a pseudo-random number generator to select DCT
coefficients randomly. The F-5 algorithm uses a matrix en-
coding process and decreases the absolute value of the
DCT coefficient instead of replacing its LSB.17 Some meth-
ods replace the integer data directly with the quantized
value of the coefficients.18 Another study merges the wave-
let decomposition of both the cover image and the message
into a single result using a fusion algorithm.14
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 18(3)1
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The motivation for this study is to develop a new image
teganography method by utilizing both the image and
ransformation domains. For this purpose, the embedding
rocedure is performed in one domain while applying the
equired modification in the other one by using the math-
matical relation between the two domains. The message is
mbedded in the coefficients of the discrete Haar wavelet
ransform �DHWT� at the first level. The algorithm matches
he binary representation of wavelet coefficients with the
essage bit sequence. However, the required modification

or matching is performed in the image domain instead of
n the wavelet domain. If the coefficients do not match the
essage bits, the exact match is determined by modifying

ne of the image pixels, which corresponds to those coef-
cients.

Since the first level of DHWT is used in embedding, the
atching process is applied separately for each image

lock, which is defined with respect to the dimension of the
avelet transform. The algorithm benefits from changing at
ost one pixel in each block in order to embed the entire

it sequence corresponding to that block. Since any modi-
cation applied to one of the pixels results in completely
ifferent coefficient values, we can construct the search
pace for matching by changing the pixels one by one. In
ther words, the exact match for each block can be found
y adding/subtracting one to/from at most one of the pixels
n the block. Thus, the proposed algorithm, called wavelet
atching, provides a minimum amount of degradation to

he cover image.
Lower degradation makes the wavelet matching more

obust against steganalysis than the state-of-the-art stegan-
graphy methods. The calculation of DHWT and the bina-
ization function on the coefficients return the message bit
equence. Note that this differs from the classical transfor-
ation domain methods because the modifications are per-

ormed in the image domain instead of in the transforma-
ion domain. The payload capacity of the proposed
lgorithm is also higher than the transformation-based
ethods since it uses all the wavelet coefficients instead of

he selected coefficient blocks. Unlike the image domain
ethods, the embedding is performed in the transformation

omain.
The evaluation of the proposed algorithm is performed

n four different image databases used in the literature. In
ur experiments, randomly selected message bit streams are
mbedded in the cover images, and then the robustness
gainst both blind and targeted steganalysis are evaluated
sing three methods. The experimental results are reported
sing receiver operating characteristics �ROCs� and posi-
ive rates when the false negative rate is 50%. In order to
est the stego-image quality, the degradation on the cover
mage is measured by using mean square error �MSE�. The
esults show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the
vailable LSB-based methods in the literature, especially in
ow-payload capacities.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
equired background. Section 3 gives the details of the pro-
osed embedding procedure with examples. Section 4 re-
orts on our experiments testing the wavelet matching pro-
edure and also provides a comparison to previous studies.
he last section concludes the paper and discusses future
tudies.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 033013-
2 Background

The proposed algorithm applies the DHWT to the cover
image and uses the relation between the pixel values and
their corresponding coefficients. In this section, we first
give an overview of DHWT and define the 1-D and 2-D
transformation functions. Then we discuss the pixel–
coefficient relation and show how one level of intensity
change in any of the pixels affects their wavelet coeffi-
cients.

Wavelets are mathematical tools used for multiresolu-
tional analysis of functions. A wavelet transform decom-
poses a function into a family of functions, which are the
translation and dilation of a unique function, called the
mother wavelet.19 A wavelet transform can be implemented
with two finite impulse response �FIR� filters, called the
quadrature mirror filter �QMF� pair. The QMF pair is a
low-pass filter and a high-pass filter, characterizing the
wavelet transform. After convolving the input function with
a low-pass and high-pass filter, the same process is applied
to the low-pass function at each stage, recursively. The re-
sulting sequence of functions is called a wavelet transform
of an input function.

In this study, we use the DHWT, the simplest wavelet
basis. In 1-D functions, the Haar matrix associated with the
Haar wavelet is defined as

H1 = �1 1

1 − 1
� . �1�

Given a two-component vector X= �x1 ,x2�, the Haar trans-
formation DHWT��� is calculated by

DHWT�X� =
1

2
H1XT =

1

2
�1 1

1 − 1
��x1

x2
� =

1

2
�x1 + x2

x1 − x2
�

= �wX
L

wX
H� , �2�

where wX
L and wX

H are low-pass and high-pass elements of
the transformation that correspond to the average value and
the detail coefficient, respectively. By applying the preced-
ing relation to each of the two sequential elements of any
sequence with even length, we can transform it into a se-
quence of two component vectors. The result is the first
stage of the DHWT. If we separate the low-pass elements in
each vector and continue the transformation with those
low-pass sequences, we can construct the 1-D wavelet
transformation of the input sequence. Note that the preced-
ing relation does not use a normalized Haar basis, whose
inner product equals one.

In 2-D functions, the transformation is applied to each
2�2 matrix. To obtain its DHWT, we first apply the 1-D
transformation to each row. We then treat the transformed
rows as an input and apply a 1-D transformation to each
column. Given a 2�2 matrix X, the 2-D transformation
function is defined by
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 18(3)2
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HWT�X� = DHWT�x1 x2

x3 x4
�

=
1

2
�x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 x1 − x2 + x3 − x4

x1 + x2 − x3 − x4 x1 − x2 − x3 + x4
�

= �wX
LL wX

HL

wX
LH wX

HH� , �3�

here wX
LL is the 2-D low pass, wX

HL is the horizontal high
ass–vertical low pass, wX

LH is the horizontal low pass–
ertical high pass, and wX

HH is the 2-D high-pass compo-
ents of the transformation. Similar to the 1-D case, start-
ng from the input 2-D function, the preceding
ransformation function is recursively applied to the low-
ass components of each stage.

In the proposed algorithm, the transformation proceeds
t only one stage and the wavelet coefficients at the first
evel are computed. At this level, each coefficient group
orresponds to an image block. As the preceding functions
mply, the sizes of the blocks are two and four in 1-D and
-D DHWT, respectively. Any change in the block pixels
ffects only the corresponding coefficients.

That relation between image pixels and wavelet coeffi-
ients is utilized in the embedding procedure. In 1-D and
-D DHWT functions, it is seen that the addition and sub-
raction of 1 in any of the block pixels changes all the
oefficients of that image block by an amount of 0.5. The
verall relation is given in Table 1. The relation is directly
roportional between some pixels and coefficients, while it
s inversely proportional between others. Adding 1 to any
ixel increases or decreases the values of the coefficients
y 0.5. Similarly, the coefficients reversely change when
ubtracting 1 from any pixel.

In Table 1 �a�, it is shown that we can construct four
ifferent values for two coefficients in 1-D DHWT with the
ddition and subtraction of each pixel by one. These four
alues are all the possible combinations of the coefficients
ith a change of 0.5. Similarly, Table 1 �b� shows eight
ifferent values of four coefficients in 2-D DHWT. Unlike
he 1-D case, these eight different combinations are less
han all sixteen combinations of four coefficients. However,
hey can be used to constitute all combinations of any three
oefficients.

Proposed Method: Wavelet Matching
he proposed algorithm computes the first-level DHWT co-
fficients in the cover image. At this level of transforma-
ion, the cover image is segmented into image blocks, and
heir corresponding coefficients are calculated. Similarly,
he message bits are partitioned into separate bit sequences
ccording to the size of pixel blocks. The embedding pro-
edure is then performed in all the pixels of a block at one
ime. The idea can be implemented by using either 1-D or
-D DHWT, which determines the size of the image blocks.
n this section, we first give the details of the algorithm
hen a 1-D transformation is used and then extend it to the
-D case.

Given a cover image X and a message S, let us represent
ach image block and the corresponding bit sequence by
ournal of Electronic Imaging 033013-
Xi= �xi1 ,xi2� and Si= �si1 ,si2�, respectively. The DHWT co-
efficients, wXi

L and wXi

H , are calculated by Eq. �2� in the
previous section.

Each message bit sequence that is to be embedded into
an image block is matched with the coefficients of that
block. For this purpose, the coefficients are represented in
binary form using a binarization function, which converts
the real value coefficient to a binary value:

fB�w� = LSB�abs�floor�w��� , �4�

where LSB is the least significant bit, abs is the absolute
value, and floor is the lower bound operations. If the binary
coefficient values and the corresponding message bit se-
quence are equal, then the block pixel values remain the
same. Otherwise, one of the block pixels is modified and
the equality check is performed again after the new binary
block coefficients are calculated. The iteration continues
until the bit sequence is matched with the binary block
coefficients. This procedure is called wavelet matching and
is defined by the following function:

�p,r� = equal
M��

	�si1,si2�,�fB�wXi+M
L �, fB�wXi+M

H ��
 , �5�

where � is the set of modification vectors:

Table 1 The relation between the pixel values and their coefficients:
�a� 1-D and �b� 2-D cases.

Input
vector

X= �x1 ,x2�

Change in wavelet
coefficients

wX
L wX

H

�x1+1, x2� ��� ���

�x1−1, x2� ��� ���

�x1, x2+1� ��� ���

�x1, x2−1� ��� ���

�a�

Input matrix

X=�x1 x2

x3 x4
�

Change in wavelet coefficients

wX
LL wX

HL wX
LH wX

HH

�x1+1, x2, x3, x4� ��� ��� ��� ���

�x1−1, x2, x3, x4� ��� ��� ��� ���

�x1, x2+1, x3, x4� ��� ��� ��� ���

�x1, x2−1, x3, x4� ��� ��� ��� ���

�x1, x2, x3+1, x4� ��� ��� ��� ���

�x1, x2, x3−1, x4� ��� ��� ��� ���

�x1, x2, x3, x4+1� ��� ��� ��� ���

�x1, x2, x3, x4−1� ��� ��� ��� ���

�b�
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 18(3)3
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= ��0,0�T,�0,+ 1�T,�0,− 1�T,�+ 1,0�T,�− 1,0�T� . �6�

he search starts with the original wavelet coefficients, i.e.,
M = �0,0�T, and continues until the modification vector
p ,r�, which provides the equality condition, is found. The
mage block Xi is then revised by:

i = �yi1,yi2�T = �xi1,xi2�T + �p,r�T. �7�

ote that the modification of only one pixel in each block
esults in different coefficients, as described in the previous
ection. Therefore, we can sufficiently construct the search
pace for the exact match by modifying the block pixels
ne by one. Note also that the modification of each pixel is
imited to adding or subtracting by 1. The procedure is
erformed for each block in the cover image until all the
essage bits are embedded. An example for a single image

lock is given in Table 2 with X= �90,75� and S= �1,1�. The
essage block is embedded by increasing the second pixel

alue.
In the 1-D wavelet matching algorithm, the probability

f embedding two bits without any modification is equal to
.25. Otherwise, one of the two pixels is incremented or
ecremented with a probability of 0.75, As a result, the
xpected number of modifications per pixel becomes 0.375,
ssuming that ones and zeros are equally likely. This is
qual to the number of modifications required in the LSB
atching revisited method.4 However, this value is equal to

.5 in the classical LSB matching method.3

If 2-D DHWT is utilized in the embedding algorithm,
he cover image is segmented into 2�2 blocks and three

essage bits are embedded into each block. The reason for
mbedding three bits in a block containing four pixels is to
enerate only eight different combinations of coefficient
alues. Therefore, the calculation of any three coefficients
s sufficient for embedding. If we assume that the coeffi-
ients, wXi

HL, wXi

LH, and wXi

HH are used, then the wavelet
atching function is extended as

able 2 1-D wavelet matching example for embedding the bit se-
uence �1,1�.

Image block
Xi= �90,75�

Wavelet coefficients

wX
L =82.5 wX

H=7.5

fB�wX
L�=0 fB�wX

H�=1

�91, 75� 1 0

�89, 75� 0 1

�90, 76� 1 1

�90, 74� 0 0
ournal of Electronic Imaging 033013-
�p r

s t
�

= equal
M��

	�si1,si2,si3�,�fB�wXi+M
HL �, fB�wXi+M

LH �, fB�wXi+M
HH ��
 ,

�8�

where the set of modification vectors, �, is

� = ��0 0

0 0
�,�+ 1 0

0 0
�,�− 1 0

0 0
�,�0 + 1

0 0
�,�0 − 1

0 0
�,

�� 0 0

+ 1 0
�,� 0 0

− 1 0
�,�0 0

0 + 1
�,�0 0

0 − 1
�� . �9�

The bit sequence is embedded similarly by adding the
modification vector, found in the matching process �8�, to
the corresponding image block. An example embedding
process for Si= �0,0,0� is given in Table 3. Although the
binary wavelet coefficients of the cover image block are
�1,1,1�, all the coefficients can be changed to �0,0,0� by
adding 1 only to the first pixel in the block.

Since 2-D wavelet matching embeds three bits into four
pixels by modifying any of the four pixels with a probabil-
ity of 0.875, the expected number of modifications per
pixel is equal to 0.21875. It should be noted that the maxi-
mum payload capacity of this method is 0.75. If we com-
pare it with the 1-D wavelet matching and the LSB match-
ing revisited methods, the expected number of
modifications per pixel in those methods is calculated as
0.28125 at the same payload capacity. Therefore, 2-D
wavelet matching requires fewer numbers of pixels to be
modified than those methods if the payload capacity is less
than or equal to 0.75. The expected number of modifica-
tions per pixel as a function of payload capacity is plotted
in Fig. 1 for a comparison of LSB-based methods in terms
of stego-image quality. Note that the values are calculated

Table 3 2-D wavelet matching example for embedding the bit se-
quence �0,0,0�.

Image block

X=� 21 100

152 22
�

Change in wavelet coefficients

wX
HL=25.5 wX

LH=−26.5 wX
HH=−104.5

fB�wX
HL�=1 fB�wX

LH�=1 fB�wX
HH�=1

�22, 100, 152, 22� 0 0 0

�20, 100, 152, 22� 1 1 1

�21, 101, 152, 22� 1 0 1

�21, 99, 152, 22� 0 1 0

�21, 100, 153, 22� 0 1 1

�21, 100, 151, 22� 1 0 0

�21, 100, 152, 23� 1 1 0

�21, 100, 152, 21� 0 0 1
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 18(3)4
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ssuming that ones and zeros are equally likely in both the
SBs of cover image pixels and the message bits.

The wavelet matching methods can also be compared to
he selection channel approach proposed in Ref. 5, where
ne message bit is embedded into a block of n pixels as
heir parity bit. While both methods need to modify one
ixel in each image block, the selection channel method
elects the most suited pixel to be modified. However, its
dvantage can be useful only when the number of pixels in
ach block is large enough to select the pixel that can be
hanged least obtrusively. In other words, the method can
ffectively be used with very low payload capacities. Oth-
rwise, the selection channel behaves similar to LSB
atching.
Another comparison can be made with the approaches

ased on coding theory. The matrix embedding using bi-
ary Hamming code,6,17 embeds p bits in a block of 2p

1 pixels. It makes on average 1−2−p pixel pixel changes
n each block. Therefore, its embedding efficiency �number
f message bits embedded per embedding change� in-
reases as the payload decreases. However, the wavelet
atching outperforms the matrix embedding approaches at

ayload capacities over 0.429. Their embedding efficien-
ies are the same at payloads between 0.267 and 0.429. Wet
aper codes combined with matrix embedding improves the
mbedding efficiency using random codes of small
odimension.8 On the other hand, this method cannot be
sed when the payload is longer than 0.698 of the maximal
mbeddable message. Although the embedding efficiency
epends on the number of bits coded in each block, we can
ay that its embedding efficiency is lower than the wavelet
atching approach at payloads longer than roughly 0.5. It

hould be noted that these coding approaches utilize all the
ixels in the embedding process even if the payload is not
he maximal. In addition, the computational complexities of
he methods based on coding theory are significantly higher
han the wavelet matching because of the exhaustive
earches used for the solution of linear equations in coding.

The wavelet matching methods perform the recovery of
he hidden message by calculating the binarized DHWT
oefficients of the stego-image. The problematic case of
mbedding procedure arises in the blocks containing pixels
ith maximal or minimal values, if the modification of a

aturated pixel exceeds the set of values the pixels can take.

ig. 1 Comparison of LSB-based methods in terms of stego-image
uality.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 033013-
LSB matching revisited4 has a similar problem and does
not perform embedding in those saturated pixels. In our
approach, this problem can be handled simply by modify-
ing two unsaturated pixels instead of that saturated pixel.
Another solution is to add or subtract 2 in one of the un-
saturated pixels. If the block contains solely saturated pix-
els, two pixels are modified without exceeding the range of
pixel values in the worst case. Note that the algorithm does
not need any of the preceding solutions to embed the mes-
sage bits into that block if the modified value of that satu-
rated pixel remains in the range or the matching can be
provided by the modification of unsaturated pixel in the
block.

4 Experimental Results
The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on
four different image databases by using three state-of-the-
art steganalysis methods. In this section, we first explain
the image databases and the steganalysis methods used in
the experiments. The experimental procedure is discussed
and comparison with other studies is given using receiver
operating characteristics �ROC� curves, false-positive rates
at 50% false-negative rate, and �MSE� measure. As we de-
scribed in the previous sections, the proposed method can
be considered as “plus/minus one” steganography method,
because it modifies the image pixels by adding or subtract-
ing one. Therefore, we compare the wavelet matching al-
gorithms with two well-known plus/minus one methods,
i.e., classical LSB Matching3 and its improved version,
LSB matching revisited.4 The experimental setup is the
same as the one used in the comparative study of plus/
minus one steganalyzers.20 A detailed description of the da-
tabases and experimental procedures can be found in Ref.
20.

4.1 Image Databases

• NRCS photo gallery—The NRCS database contains
2,375 photos provided by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.21 The photos are taken in rural areas and
are related to natural resources and conservation. The
images are in 32-bit CMYK color space with high
resolution, e.g., 1500�2000.

• Camera Images—This is a collection of 3,164 never
compressed images captured using 24 different digital
cameras.20 There are various types of images, includ-
ing landscapes, indoor scenes, buildings, etc. The sizes
of the images range from 1504�1000 to 3008
�2000 in PNG format. A subset of this database was
also used in Ref. 22.

• Corel database—This database includes a wide vari-
ety of images such as people, instruments, animals,
etc.23; 8,165 images extracted from a larger collection
comprise the database. The images are uncompressed
with a pixel size of 512�768.

• Combined database—A combined database was cre-
ated by randomly selecting 2,375 images from each of
the preceding databases.20 The database contained a
total of 7,125 images.

For all the databases, the images are first converted to
8-bit grayscale and cropped centrally to a size of 512
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 18(3)5
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512. In this way, all the images are of the same dimen-
ion. The databases can be downloaded at the website given
n Ref. 24.

.2 Steganalysis Methods
he objective of steganalyzers is to detect the existence of
hidden message by analyzing the quality of the stego-

mage. Steganalysis methods can be categorized as blind
nd targeted. Blind steganalysis techniques are used to de-
ect the existence of secret messages when the steganogra-
hy embedding algorithm is unknown.25 Targeted stega-
alysis methods, on the other hand, try to detect a known
teganography method. In this study, we evaluate the pro-
osed method by using both blind and plus/minus one tar-
eted steganalysis algorithms.

The blind steganalysis method used in our experiments
s called wavelet absolute moment �WAM�.22 The method
s based on the assumption that the stego-image is an addi-
ive mixture of a nonstationary Gaussian signal �cover im-
ge� and a stationary Gaussian signal with a known vari-
nce �the noise�. For this reason, it tries to estimate the
oise residual in each wavelet coefficient. The absolute
entral moments of each noise residual are then used as
eatures. In the experiments, we use 12 moments for each
ertical, horizontal, and diagonal wavelet coefficient, re-
ulting in a feature vector with a dimension of 36.

As targeted steganalysis methods, we use the amplitudes
f local extrema �ALE� and the calibrated/adjacency histo-
ram characteristic function center of mass �2D-HCFCOM�
teganalyzers, designed for plus/minus one steganography.
he ALE method detects low-pass filtering effects in the

ntensity histogram of the stego-image.26 The filtering re-
uces the ALE. The sum of amplitudes of all local extrema
n the histogram is used as a feature. Cancelli et al.27 extend
his idea by reducing the noise associated with border ef-
ects in the histogram and using four 2-D adjacency histo-
rams �adjacency in the horizontal, vertical, and main/
inor diagonal directions�. As a result, 10 features

xtracted from 1-D and 2-D histograms are used to distin-
uish the stego-image from the nonstego-image.

In HCFCOM, the steganographic embedding is modeled
s independent noise and the stego image is assumed to be
he convolution of the cover image histogram with the mass
unction of a noise random variable. The histogram charac-
eristic function �HCF� of the stego-image is defined as the

Fig. 2 Robustness against the blind steganalyz
using WAM features: �a� NRCS, �b� camera, an
ournal of Electronic Imaging 033013-
multiplication of discrete Fourier transforms �DFTs� of the
image histogram and noise. Harmsen and Pearlman use the
center of mass of the HCF to detect the presence of
steganography.28 Ker extends this idea by first proposing a
2-D adjacency histogram and then calibrating by down-
sampled images.29 In 2D-HCFCOM steganalysis, the HCF-
COMs of adjacency histograms are calculated in both the
stego-image and its down-sampled version. The ratio of
two centers of mass is taken as a dimensionless descriptor.

4.3 Experimental Procedure
In our experiments, the databases are first partitioned into
training and test sets with a proportion of 20% and 80%,
respectively. Random messages are generated for each im-
age, and the message embedding algorithms are applied on
each set. The steganalyzer features are extracted for both
cover images and stego-images. The projection vector pa-
rameters of Fisher linear discriminant analysis are found
using the training set. The test images are then discrimi-
nated with the trained projection vector. The true positive
rates for fixed false positive values are calculated. The
training and test procedures are repeated 20 times for cross
validation. Last, the ROC curve is plotted by taking the
average of those iterations. The steganographic methods
evaluated in the experiments are used with the same pay-
load capacities to allow for a fair comparison.

We first examine the performance of the wavelet match-
ing algorithms using the blind steganalyzer WAM on three
individual databases. The training and testing are per-
formed on each database separately. The classification re-
sults for LSB matching, LSB matching revisited, and 1-D
and 2-D wavelet matching algorithms are shown as ROC
curves in Fig. 1. The overall performances are also given as
the area under the ROC curve �AUC� values in the figure
legends. It is seen that the lowest detection rates in the
NRCS and Corel databases are provided when the message
embedding is performed using 2-D wavelet matching. On
the other hand, 1-D wavelet matching and LSB matching
revisited show similar performances—and slightly
outperform—LSB matching. In the Camera database, all
the methods have similar results.

Although the message embedding procedure is applied
using various payload capacities in the experiments, due to
space limitations, we report only those results for a payload
capacity of 0.75. The selection of payload capacity as 0.75

ining and testing on each database separately
orel databases.
er. Tra
d �c� C
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s due to the maximum capacity of 2-D wavelet matching.
owever, the results for different payloads give similar per-

ormance orders among the four methods. It should be
oted that Fig. 2 and other figures in this section are scaled
here necessary in order to focus on the relevant regions.
The comparison of methods on individual databases is

lso performed using plus/minus one targeted steganalysis
ethods, i.e., ALE and 2D-HCFCOM �see Fig. 3�. In both

teganalysis methods, the lowest true positive rates in all
he databases are evaluated when 2-D wavelet matching is
sed. If we compare it with LSB matching, the improve-
ent varies between approximately 2% and 10% in AUC

Fig. 3 Robustness against the targeted stegan
rately using �a� ALE and �b� 2D-HCFCOM featur
Corel �right column� databases.

Fig. 4 Comparison of methods using combine
ournal of Electronic Imaging 033013-
values. 1-D wavelet matching and LSB matching revisited
give similar results and advance LSB matching to some
extent.

We perform the same experiment on the combined data-
base. Since this database contained both more images and a
wider variety of images, it can be considered more reliable
than the other three databases. The training set is con-
structed by randomly selecting 20% of the images from
each of the three databases. All the remaining images are
then used in testing. Therefore, the training set contains
1,425 images with 475 images chosen from each database.
In Fig. 4, it is shown that the performance is similar to

. Training and testing on each database sepa-
CS �left column�, camera �middle column�, and

ase �a� WAM, �b� ALE, and �c� 2D-HCFCOM.
alyzers
es: NR
d datab
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 18(3)7
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hose conducted on each of the individual databases. Note
hat the ALE-based classifier has the highest detection rates
mong the three steganalysis methods for the combined da-
abase.

In Ref. 30, it is claimed that a reasonable 1-D measure
f performance is the false-positive rate when the falsene-
ative rate is 50%. The comparison based on this measure,
hich uses the combined database, is shown in Table 4.
imilarly, the ALE steganalysis method gives the lowest
alse-positive rates for all the payload capacities, compared
ith the other methods. Therefore, it is more reliable to use

his method in detecting hidden messages. If we focus on
he ALE results, 2-D wavelet matching outperforms the
SB matching method significantly, especially at low-
ayload capacities. The difference gets smaller as the pay-
oad increases. 1-D wavelet matching, on the other hand,
ehaves almost the same as LSB matching revisited, as
xpected.

In addition to the steganalysis methods used in this
tudy, other methods targeted for wavelet matching can be
eveloped by analyzing the wavelet coefficients. The
istogram-based approaches can simply be applied to the
oefficients converted to integers. Since any modification
pplied to one of the pixels in a block results in completely
ifferent coefficient values, the difference between the co-
fficient histograms of stego-image and cover image can be
bserved. Therefore, the features similar to HCFCOM and
LE extracted from the histograms can be used to detect

he existence of hidden messages.
Last, in order to compare the methods in terms of stego-

mage quality, we use the mean square error �MSE� as a
etric to measure the difference between the cover and

tego-images �see Table 5�. The results confirm the values
alculated in the previous section for the expected number
f modifications per pixel. The 2-D wavelet matching
ethod performs the highest stego-image quality among all

he other methods when the payload capacity is less than or
qual to 0.75. In maximum payload, 1-D wavelet matching
lightly improves LSB matching revisited for this particular
atabase. Therefore, we can say that the proposed methods
ecrease the degradation in the quality of the stego-image.

Conclusion and Future Studies
his study introduces a new stegonagraphy method, called
avelet matching. While almost all the steganography tech-

Table 4 Comparison of methods on combined database based on

Methods

WAM

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0 0.25

SB matching 31.06 27.25 26.59 21.12 22.81

SB matching
evisited

32.58 27.31 26.94 21.89 34.41

-D wavelet
atching

32.62 27.53 27.06 21.73 33.31

-D wavelet
atching

34.85 30.45 30.24 — 36.38
ournal of Electronic Imaging 033013-
niques use either the image or the transformation domain,
the proposed method utilizes both domains in the embed-
ding procedure. The message bits are matched with the co-
efficients of the discrete Haar wavelet transformation at the
first level. However, the required modifications for match-
ing are performed in the pixels related to those coefficients.
The proposed approach can be implemented using both 1-D
and 2-D wavelet transformations. Although it is developed
for image steganography, it can be applied in any digital
cover media.

Since the algorithm modifies at most one pixel in each
image block, the expected number of modifications per
pixel is lower than the current steganography methods. In
the experiments for evaluating the performance against cur-
rent steganalysis methods, both blind and targeted methods
are used on various databases. The results indicate that the
2-D wavelet matching method outperforms all the other
LSB-based methods in all the databases if the payload ca-
pacity is less than or equal to 0.75. The performance of 1-D
wavelet matching, on the other hand, is similar to LSB
matching revisited, which can be considered as the best
LSB-based approach so far.

Future work will be directed to extend the payload ca-
pacity. This requires using higher order bits of both pixels
and coefficient values in a reasonable way to embed more
than one bit in each pixel. The research also includes de-

ositive rates at 50% false negative rate, using different payloads.

ALE 2D-HCFCOM

.50 0.75 1.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0

.77 15.11 10.64 46.06 41.25 33.30 19.78

.64 15.53 13.24 45.23 40.69 33.53 29.59

.78 15.88 13.18 45.75 42.98 35.71 35.21

.67 17.93 — 46.47 42.17 36.32 —

Table 5 Comparison of methods on combined database in terms of
MSE measure using different payloads.

Methods

Mean square error

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0

LSB matching 0.124 0.248 0.372 0.496

LSB matching
revisited

0.093 0.186 0.279 0.372

1-D wavelet
matching

0.093 0.186 0.279 0.372

2-D wavelet
matching

0.072 0.144 0.217 —
false p

0

13

23

20

26
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eloping a better solution to the problematic case in the
aturated pixels. In addition, we plan to work on variable-
ize data hiding methods, which modify smaller numbers of
ixels as the payload decreases.
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